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Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic autoimmune inflammatory disease for which
treatment focuses on suppressing an overactive immune system and maintaining the
physiological balance of synovial fibroblasts (SFs). We found that miR-30-5p was
highly expressed in rheumatoid arthritis synovial fibroblasts (RASFs). Subsequently,
we predicted that phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase regulatory subunit 2 (PIK3R2) might
be a putative target of miR-30-5p. Recent studies have reported that PIK3R2 can
maintain the physiological homeostasis of RASFs. Therefore, miR-30-5p inhibitor has
the potential to be used in the treatment of RA, but low levels of miR-30-5p inhibitor
internalization affect its application. Triptolide (TP) is an effective drug in the treatment of
RA but induces severe toxicity and has a narrow therapeutic window. In this study, the
cell internalization performance of miR-30-5p inhibitor was improved by loading it into
cell membrane penetrating peptide (CADY)-modified mesoporous silica nanoparticles
(MSNs), and the toxicity of TP was decreased by loading it into a controlled drug
release system based on MSNs. The nanodrug carrier was constructed by filling a
phase-change material (PCM) of 1-tetradecanol and drugs into MSNs that could be
triggered by an NIR laser with thermo-chemo combination RA therapy. Our results
show that the miR-30-5p inhibitor-loaded MSNs@CADY significantly inhibited RASF
proliferation and increased apoptosis. In addition, MSNs@PCM@TP under 808 nm
laser irradiation were effective in downregulating immune system activation in an RA rat
model. Finally, the results of a pharmacodynamics study showed that the combination
of MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor and MSNs@PCM@TP under 808 nm laser
significantly increased the effectiveness of RA treatment. These findings provide a novel
understanding of RA pathogenesis and a theoretical basis for RA treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a complex autoimmune disorder
with two main characteristics: hyperactivity of the immune
system and abnormal proliferation of synovial fibroblasts (SFs)
(Zwerina et al., 2005; Onozaki, 2009; Mullen and Saag, 2015;
Collison, 2016). Current treatment for RA mainly focuses on
maintaining the physiological homeostasis of synovial cells and
suppressing the activity of the immune system. It is believed
that damage to articular cartilage and bone tissue in RA is
mainly caused by the activation and proliferation of synovial
cells. The activation and proliferation of synoviocytes are
closely related to apoptosis. The PI3K/AKT signaling pathway
activity is prominent in SFs, and its abnormal activation can
create an imbalance between SF proliferation and apoptosis
(Qu et al., 2019).

PIK3R2 is a negative regulator of the PI3K/AKT signaling
pathway. In 2016, Zhao et al. reported that miR-126 targeting
of PIK3R2 promotes the proliferation of rheumatoid arthritis
synovial fibroblasts (RASFs) and resistance to apoptosis by
regulating PI3K/AKT (Gao et al., 2016). Downregulation of miR-
126 may indirectly inhibit the PI3K/AKT signaling pathway by
targeting PIK3R2, disrupting the balance between RASF survival
and death. It has been suggested that PIK3R2, which maintains
the physiological homeostasis of SFs (Gao et al., 2016), may be a
potential target for the treatment of RA.

Many Chinese herbal medicines, such as Tripterygium
Wilfordii Hook F (TWHF), which is the most prominent,
have been reported to be effective in treating RA (Fan et al.,
2018). Triptolide (TP), an epoxy diterpenoid lactone compound,
is considered an important anti-inflammatory and immune
inhibitory component of TWHF. The anti-arthritis activity of
TP has also been reported (Kong et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014;
Fan et al., 2016). Many clinical trials have also confirmed
that TP has a good anti-inflammatory effect, especially in RA.
Unfortunately, the hepatotoxic, nephrotoxic, and hematological
toxic effects of TP limit its clinical applicability (Xue et al., 2011;
Zhang et al., 2012).

Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) have been widely
used as pharmaceutical carriers, and the surface of MSNs
can be easily modified by polypeptides or other functional
groups. For example, cell penetrating peptides such as CADY
have been widely used to modify MSNs to facilitate the
effective entry of drug carriers into cells (Cai et al., 2017;
Dowaidar et al., 2017). The porous structure of MSNs enhances
their release performance and their drug load capacity, the
effect of which prevents the side effects caused by locally
high drug concentrations administered in a short time,
which can be problematic when drugs are administered alone
(Jeong et al., 2015).

Drug release can be controlled by using photothermal
materials, such as near infrared response photothermal
controlled-release drug carriers by irradiating the material
with near infrared laser, and the side effects of the loaded drug
can be reduced. Indocyanine green (ICG) is a drug approved
by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and widely used in
clinical liver and kidney function evaluation with relatively

high safety (Saxena et al., 2004; Manchanda et al., 2010). ICG
has been used as a photothermal material in RA treatment
(Tang et al., 2017). Phase-change materials (PCMs) are a
kind of material with great latent heat hat and can change
between solid and liquid at a relatively constant temperature
(Choi et al., 2010). In this study, 1-tetradecanol was selected
as the photothermal response phase change material. The
melting point of tetradecanol is 38–39◦C (Moon et al.,
2011). Moreover, the material has good biocompatibility
and low oral toxicity.

The drug TP was blended with ICG, which exerts
photothermal effects into tetradecanol, and the tetradecanol
blends were loaded into the channels and internal cavities
of MSNs at a temperature higher than that of tetradecanol
to form a laser responsive drug controlled-release system.
Because tetradecanol (hereinafter referred to as PCM) is
solid at normal temperature, the adriamycin and ICG loaded
into the system are “solidified” in tetradecanol, and thus, the
controlled-release system is characterized by of “zero drug
release” during the delivery process. When the system is
irradiated by near-infrared laser (808 nm), the indocyanine green
in the system will produce heat and melt the tetradecanol, thus
releasing TP and finally fulfilling the purpose of photothermal
controlled-release of drugs.

Here, miR-30-5p was identified to be overexpressed in 80%
(32 of 40) of the clinical RA tissues examined and verified that
the miR-30-5p inhibitor was a potent reagent that relieved RA
through PIK3R2 pathways. Furthermore, we combined a miR-30-
5p inhibitor with TP, a traditional drug for treatment of RA, and
delivered a miR-30-5p inhibitor with a CADY-modified MSNs to
deliver TP with near infrared response photothermal controlled-
release MSNs. We ultimately obtained an outstanding result:
the combination of the MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor and
MSNs@PCM@TP under 808 nm laser significantly reduced the
symptoms of RA in the joints of rats. These findings provide a
novel understanding of RA pathogenesis and a theoretical basis
for RA treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Statement
The patients included in the present study provided written
informed consent. The study was approved by the Ethical Board
of China-Japan Union Hospital of Jilin University.

Sample Preparation and Cell Culture
Forty consecutively RA patients (28 females and 12 males;
aged 29–59 years) treated at the Immuno-Rheumatology Clinic
from January 1 to December 31, 2018, and 15 volunteers
were joined the study. The inclusion criteria were as follows:
patient participation was approved by the Hospital Human
Ethics Committee, and each participant signed an informed
written consent; all patients with RA fulfilled the criteria of
the American College of Rheumatology (Altman et al., 1986;
Arnett et al., 1988); the average time of clinical treatment
was 7.45 ± 3.26 days; according to the Larsen classification
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system (Larsen et al., 1977), weight-bearing anteroposterior
and lateral X-ray photos of the affected knee were taken, the
patients we selected were all candidates for early synovectomy,
and all radiographs were evaluated by the same experienced
orthopedists; no contraindication to anesthesia or surgery; and
no other major diseases. All volunteers were patients with joint
injury who were admitted to China–Japan Union Hospital of
Jilin University for joint repair, aged 34–48 years (mean age
of 39.9 years). Exclusion criteria were patients who had ever
been treated with disease-modifying antirheumatic drug trerapy,
absence of joint swelling and limited range of motion, or above
Larsen stage II in the operated knee joint.

Rheumatoid arthritis synovial fibroblasts were obtained
during arthroplasty or synovectomy from forty patients with
RA following the method described below. The synovial tissue
specimens were washed five times with Hank’s buffer (pH 7.5)
5 min and then minced and placed in a 10 cm2 culture flask with
4 ml of DMEM (Gibco BR) and 120 µl of type II collagenase, and
then incubated at 37◦C for 6 h. Then, 3 ml of trypsin without
EDTA was used to detach the cells from the flask for subsequent
screening. Cultured RASFs from passages 4–10 were used for
experiments in this study.

The human fibroblast-like synoviocyte cell line (HFLS)
was obtained from Cell Applications, Inc. (San Diego, CA,
United States). A human renal epithelial cell line (293 cells) and
a human hepatocyte cell line (HL-7702 cells) were purchased
from Feng Hui Biotechnology, Co., Ltd. The cells were cultured
in DMEM (HyClone, Thermo Fisher) supplemented with 10%
FBS (HyClone, Thermo Fisher), 1% penicillin streptomycin (1000
U/ml) (Gibco, Invitrogen). All cell lines were cultured in a cell
incubator at 37◦C under 5% CO2

RNA Isolation and qRT-PCR
TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used for total
RNA extraction. One milliliter of Trizol was added to selected
cells, and the mixture was shaken violently and then let stand
for 5 min at 25◦C. Next, 200 µl of chloroform was added,
and the mixture was shaken violently, then place the mixture
at 25◦C for 5 min, after 12,000 rpm centrifuging at 4◦C for
15 min. 500 mL of supernatant and 300 µl of isopropanol
was gently mixed, then place the mixture for 10 min at
25◦C, and centrifuged at 12,000 rpm at 4◦C for 15 min,
the supernatant was then discarded. Next, 1 mL 75% alcohol
was added to the centrifuge tube, which was gently shaken,
then place the mixture for 5 min at 25◦C, and centrifuged at
7500 rpm at 4◦C for 15 min, the supernatant was discarded.
RNA free water (15 µL) was added to the centrifuge tube,
and the precipitate was gently blown for dissolution. The
reverse transcription procedure was 42◦C for 2 min, 50◦C for
15 min, and 85◦C for 2 min. After the reaction, the cDNA
was stored at −80◦C. cDNA was synthesized through reverse
transcription using an RT reagent kit (BEENbio, Shanghai,
China). The mRNA levels of the genes were analyzed by qRT-
PCR using a 2 × SYBR qPCR kit (BEENbio, Shanghai, China),
as described in the manufacturer’s protocols. Data in all panels
are representative of three independent experiments with six
replicates per detection. The results were analyzed according to

the 2−11Ct formula. The primers used in this paper are shown
in Supplementary Table 1.

Western Blot Analysis
Fifty micrograms of protein was resolved on 10% SDS-PAGE
gels and transferred to PVDF membranes (Millipore, Billerica,
MA, United States). The membranes were incubated with
primary antibodies and a secondary antibody labeled with
HRP. The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit
anti-PIK3R2 (PA5-84807, Thermo Fisher, United States), anti-
PI3K (3811S, CST, United States), anti-p-PI3K (4228S, Cell
Signaling Technology, United States), anti-AKT (4691S, CST,
United States), anti-p-AKT (4060S, CST, United States), anti-
β-actin (4970S, CST, United States), and rabbit anti-human
PTPN22 (ab182239, Abcam, United States).

Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay
After various treatments, serum was extracted from the fresh
blood of the experimental and control rats. The samples were
diluted in 1× dilution buffer to be in the range of concentrations
used in the assay. IL-2 enzyme linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) was performed using an ELISA kit from R&D Systems
(D2050), and IL-6 and TNF-α ELISA were performed follow the
kit instruction (ab46027 and ab181421). The levels of IL-2, IL-
6 and TNF-α released into the supernatant were analyzed by
ELISA, as described in the manufacturer’s instructions. All ELISA
measurements were performed in triplicate.

Cell Proliferation Assay
MTT assay was used to detect the cell proliferation. Briefly, the
cells were seeded in 96-well plates 5× 103 per well. All cell groups
were incubated for 24, 48, or 72 h. MTT was added to each well,
and the cells were sustained and incubated at 37◦C for 4 h with
5% CO2. The solution was then discarded, 300 µl of dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) was added to each well, and the cells were
shaken for 15 min at 25◦C to dissolve the crystals. The absorbance
of the samples was checked at 570 nm using an ELX800 universal
microplate reader (Biotek Instruments, Inc.). Experiments were
replicated three times.

Annexin V and Propidium Iodide (PI)
Staining
Apoptosis of nanoparticle-treated cells was assessed by flow
cytometry by labeling the cells with FITC-Annexin V and PI
assay. Cells were cultured at a density of 6 × 104 per 6 cm dish
and grown overnight. Then, 100 µg/ml MSNs, MSNs@CADY,
MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p or MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p
inhibitor were added to the cells, and incubated for 48 h.
Washing with PBS for three times, the cells were incubated
at 25◦C with Annexin V-FITC and PI stain in darkness for
10 min. Samples consisting of 10,000 stained cells were analyzed
using flow cytometry.

Synthesis of 120 nm MSN Nanoparticles
The MSNs were synthesized as (Sha et al., 2018) reported with
some modifications (Rosenholm et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2015).
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The 120–150 nm MSNs were first synthesized using
aminotrimethoxysilane (APS) as the amine provider, TMOS
as the silica precursor, and cetyltriethylammnonium bromide
(CTAB) as the structure-directing agent (Rosenholm et al., 2009).
Two hundred milligrams of CTAB (Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
United States) was dissolved in 150 ml of 2M NaOH and 48 ml of
water and heated to 80◦C. Next, 1.2 ml of tetraethyl orthosilicate
(Aldrich, 98%) was added. After incubation for 15 min at
80◦C, 300 µl of 3-(trihydroxysilyl) propyl methylphosphonate
(Aldrich, 42%) was added, then stirred for 2 h. The particles
were collected after 12,000 rpm centrifugation and washed with
methanol three times.

CADY Attachment
The self-assembled peptide CADY (GLWWKAWWKAWWK
SLWWRKRKRKA) was purchased from Sangon Biotech
Company. The CADY peptide was covalently conjugated to
MSN-COOH using EDC and NHS. Two milligrams of MSN-
COOH was dissolved in 1 ml of MES buffer (pH 6.0), and
then, 4 mg of EDC and 4.2 mg of NHS were added. Then, the
mixture was stirred for 4 h at 4◦C. Subsequently, 100 µl of
CADY antibody solution (10 mg/ml) was added and stirred
for 4 h at 4◦C. Then, it was washed three times with PBS to
remove excess EDC. NHS, CADY and MSNs@CADY were
suspended in 450 mM miR-30-5p inhibitor, after stirring for 48 h
in the dark, MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor was collected
by centrifugation, following PBS washing for three times, and
vacuum dried overnight at room temperature.

Cellular Uptake and Internalization
A total of 2 × 104 HFLS cells were seeded in glass-bottom
plates (35 mm, Corning Incorporated) in DMEM with 10%
FBS and incubated at a final concentration of 50 µg/ml FITC-
labeled MSNs and FITC-labeled MSNs@CADY for 24 h. The
cells were incubated with 60 nM LysoTracker Red DND-99
(Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, Haimen, China) for 1 h
at 37◦C. After washing with PBS, the cells were fixed with
4% paraformaldehyde and stained with 10 µg/ml DAPI (4′,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole, Sigma). The cells were washed three
times with PBS and mounted. Micrographs were first observed
under a Nikon fluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-S,
CCD: Ri1) and then under a laser scanning confocal microscope
(Leica TCS sp5, Germany) used for confocal luminescence
imaging with a 63× oil immersion objective lens.

Preparation of MSNs@PCM@TP
Since the melting point of PCM tetradecanol is 38–39◦C, it
is necessary to sufficiently mix ICG and PCM for loading
into MSNs at a temperature higher than the melting point.
First, 100 mg of tetradecanol was heated to 60◦C to fully
melt, and then, 10 mg of ICG and 15 mg of TP were added
and thoroughly mixed by magnetic stirring for 2 h (Kalaria
et al., 2009). Then, 100 mg MSNs were mixed with a large
amount of chloroform, added to the PCM mixture solution, and
stirred for 2 h at 60◦C. During this mixing process, with the
volatilization of trichloromethane, the PCM@TP-ICG mixture
slowly infiltrates the mesopore cavities of MSNs through the

mesopores. Finally, excessive hot water is added to the above
preparation system to produce two phases that are obviously
incompatible with each other: the MSNs water phase with
PCM@TP-ICG and the chloroform phase with PCM@TP-ICG
not encapsulated. The two phases were separated rapidly, and
the water phase was immersed in an ice water solution for
cooling for 1 min and then centrifuged at 1,1000 rpm for
5 min. The precipitates were washed with precooled deionized
water 8 times and then freeze dried for 24 h at −50◦C and
0.8 mbar in vacuum. The MSNs loaded with PCM@TP-ICG
were recorded as MSNs@PCM@TP. In addition, with the same
preparation method, the system constructed without TP is
recorded as MSNs@PCM.

Testing of miR-30-5p and TP Loading
Capacity of MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p
Inhibitor and MSNs@PCM@TP
MSNs@CADY was suspended in 450 mM miR-30-5p and
miR-30-5p inhibitor. After stirring for 48 h in the dark,
MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p and MSNs@CADY@miR-30-
5p inhibitor were collected by centrifugation, washed with
PBS three times, and vacuum dried overnight at 25◦C. The
concentrations of miR-30-5p and miR-30-5p inhibitor were
measured with a Nanodrop 3000 spectrophotometer (Thermo
Fisher). The miR-30-5p loading capacity of the nanoparticles
was calculated based on changes in miR-30-5p concentration
before and after loading. The concentration of TP was measured
by UV-Vis spectroscopy at 218 nm, and the TP-loading capacity
of MSNs@PCM@TP was calculated according to the changes
in TP concentration before and after loading by using UV-Vis
spectroscopy at 218 nm.

For the miR-30-5p and TP drug release experiment,
MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor and MSNs@PCM@TP were
dispersed in 15 ml of PBS (pH 7.4) in semipermeable dialysis bags
at 37◦C with gentle shaking then take 4 ml of the released medium
and add another 4 ml fresh medium. The amount of released TP
was measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy at 218 nm. The amount of
released miR-30-5p inhibitor was measured by a Nanodrop 3000
spectrophotometer.

Animals and Experimental Procedures
and RA Evaluation
A collagen-induced RA rat model was generated according to
a previous report (Wang et al., 2018). Female Sprague-Dawley
rats (8 weeks old) were purchased from the Animal Center of
Northeastern University. All animal experimental procedures
were approved by the Laboratory of Animal Ethical Committee of
Northeastern University. The rats were randomly allocated into
eight groups (n = 6), and the rat grouping administration method
and doses are shown in the Table 1.

In brief, except for rats in the control group, the rats in
each group were intradermally injected with 600 µg of bovine
type II collagen in 50% complete Freund’s adjuvant, and a
booster was administered with the same dose of CII in 50%
incomplete Freund’s adjuvant 14 days later. Starting 15 days after
the first immunization, the rats in the respective groups were
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TABLE 1 | The appropriate dose and method of administration in rats.

Group Administration method Drugs Dose

Control group I.P. PBS (pH 7.5) 2 ml/time

RA model group I.P. PBS (pH 7.5) 2 ml/time

Methotrexate (MTX) group I.P. MTX 2.5 mg/kg

TP group I.P. TP 50 µg/kg

MSNs@PCM@TP group + 808 nm
laser

I.P. MSNs@PCM@TP 100 µg/ml

MSNs@PCM@TP group I.P. MSNs@PCM@TP 100 µg/ml

MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor
group

I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor 100 µg/ml

MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p
inhibitor + I.P.
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser
group

I.C. (MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor),
I.P. MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser

MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p
inhibitor + I.P.

MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser

100 µg/ml MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p
inhibitor + 100 µg/ml I.P.

MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser

administered different nanodrug treatments. The concentrations
of the different nanoparticles were 100 mg/ml, the dose of I.C.
MSNs@CADY and I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor was
30 ml/kg, and the dose of I.P. MSNs@PCM@TP was 55 ml/kg.
The rats were given administered the drug every 7 days, while
the control group and the RA model group received only
saline injections.

The symptoms were classified as follows: none, weak, mild,
moderate, and severe with scores from 0 to 4, respectively (Le
Goff et al., 2009). The highest possible cumulative score of a
single rat was 16.

Characterization
The morphology and structure of the products were characterized
using a SEM (S-4800) and a TEM (JEOL JEM-2100F) at
accelerating voltages of 5 kV and 200 kV, respectively. The pore-
size distribution of the products was determined by dynamic
light scattering (DLS) using a Malvern Zeta Seizer instrument.
N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms were measured using a
Micromeritics ASAP 2020 M porosity analyzer. The samples
were outgassed at 573 K for at least 2 h in a vacuum.
The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) and Barrett-Joyner-Halenda
(BJH) methods were used to determine pore volume, pore size
and the surface areas of the samples.

Zeta Potential
Electrokinetic measurements were obtained at 25◦C in a PBS
(pH 7.2) between each functionalization step using a Zetasizer
Nano apparatus (Malvern Instruments, United Kingdom).
The zeta potential was calculated: on the basis of the
Schmolukowski model.

Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) Analysis
Chemical analyses of MSNs, FITC-labeled MSNs and CADY-
coated FITC-labeled MSNs were carried out using an FT-IR
spectrophotometer (Model 100 series, PerkinElmer, Inc.). The
Spectra were recorded at ambient temperature over a wave
number range of 4,000–400 cm−1 at a 2 cm−1 resolution based
on an average of 64 scans.

Ultraviolet Visible (UV-Vis) Spectroscopy
UV-Vis spectroscopic analysis of TP was measured with an
ABTRONICS Model No. LT2900 spectrophotometer in the
range of 200–400 nm.

Statistical Analysis
The data are expressed as the mean ± SEM. All statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS version 17.0. ANOVAs with
post hoc LSD (SPSS, Chicago, IL, United States) were used to
analyze data among groups, while Student’s t-tests were used
for all statistical analyses. A p-value of < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS

miR-30-5p Was Overexpressed in RA
Clinical Tissues
To analyze the expression levels of miRNAs in RA patients, we
screened tissues from 40 RA patients and 15 healthy volunteers,
and we identified that miR-30-5p was overexpressed in 32 RASFs
(32/40, 80%) compared with expression in the corresponding
adjacent tissues (Figure 1A). Using TargetScan Human 7.2, we
found that PIK3R2 was a putative target of miR-30-5p. Then,
in the HFLS cells transfected with miR-30-5p, both the mRNA
and protein level of PIK3R2 were decreased significantly, while
transfection with the miR-30-5p inhibitor resulted in a significant
increase in PIK3R2, suggesting that miR-30-5p targeted PIK3R2
(Figures 1B,C and Supplementary Figure 1).

Synthesis and Characterization of the
MSNs and Surface Modifications
Nanoparticles with stable structures are the basis of drug
carrier construction. In this study, MSNs were constructed as
previously described with some modifications (Biswas, 2017),
and their structure was characterized. The results of the TEM
(Figures 2A,B), SEM (Figure 2C), and DLS (Figure 2E)
analyses showed that the particle sizes of the MSNs were 120–
150 nm. The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms showed that
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FIGURE 1 | miR-30-5p is overexpressed in RA clinical tissues and regulates the expression of PIK3R2 in the studied cell lines. (A) Relative mRNA expression of
miR-30-5p in samples from 40 patients (28 males and 12 females) undergoing surgery was tested by qPCR. (B) Relative mRNA expression of PIK3R2 in HFLS cells
transfected with miR-30-5p or miR-30-5p inhibitor, as determined by qPCR. (C) Protein expression of PIK3R2 in HFLS cells transfected with miR-30-5p or
miR-30-5p inhibitor, as determined by Western blotting. Experiments in (B,C) were repeated three independent times (∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, and ∗∗∗p < 0.001).

the mesoporous distribution of the MSNs was approximately
3 nm (Figure 2D).

MSN Modifications and Drug Loading
Separate MSNs are easily aggregated in hydrophilic solvents,
which affects MSN application. PEG-COOH modification on
the surface of MSNs can resolve the nanoparticle aggregation
issue. Similarly, polypeptides and fluorescent groups can be
added to the surface of MSNs through carboxyl groups. In this
study, we constructed MSNs@CADY for the smooth delivery
of gene-targeting drugs into cells with FITC modification of
the MSN surfaces to track the entry of nanodrug carriers
into cells. Figures 3A–E shows the patterns and DLS test
results for different nanoparticles (MSNs, MSNs-PEG-COOH,
FITC-labeled MSNs-PEG, CADY-coated MSNs@miRNA, and
MSNs@PCM@TP). Zeta potential was used to detect the
surface modification effect of the nanoparticles. As shown in
Figure 3F, FITC-labeled MSNs or CADY coated FITC-labeled
MSNs emitted bright green fluorescence upon irradiation with an
ultraviolet lamp, indicating that these modifications can be used
to trace the nanodrug carriers. Compared with the zeta potential
of the MSNs (8.54), the zeta potential of the MSNs@PEG-COOH,
FITC-labeled MSNs and CADY-coated MSNs was 36.42, 9.07,
and 8.96 fold, respectively (Figure 3G). The FT-IR spectra of
the MSNs, FITC-labeled MSNs and CADY coated FITC-labeled
MSNs are shown in Figure 3H and indicate that the surface of
the MSNs was successfully modified by FITC and CADY.

Cytotoxicity Induced by
MSNs@PEG-COOH in 293, HFLS and
HL-7702 Cells
The cytotoxicity induced by the MSNs-PEG-COOH in the 293,
HFLS and HL-7702 cells was tested using an MTT cell activity
detection assay. The results showed that MSNs-PEG-COOH had
no cytotoxicity at concentrations of 6.25–200 µg/ml after 24 and
48 h of incubation (Figures 4A–C).

Cellular Internalization of FITC-Labeled
MSNs and FITC-Labeled MSNs@CADY
One of the key characteristics of nanodrug carriers is their
ability to effectively deliver drugs into cells. Modification of
membrane-penetrating peptides on the surface of drug carriers
can effectively improve the efficiency of drug carriers against
the cell membrane barrier. The secondary amphipathic peptide,
CADY, has low cytotoxicity and no immunogenicity and has
been verified to enhance the efficiency of drug uptake by
cells (Rittner et al., 2002; Crombez et al., 2009; Konate et al.,
2016).

In this study, to better introduce nanodrug carriers into HFLS
cells, CADY modified MSNs (MSNs@CADY) were constructed,
and FITC was used as a tracer for the MSNs. A total of
100 µg/ml FITC-labeled MSNs and FITC-labeled MSNs@CADY
were separately incubated with HFLS cells for 12 h. As
shown in Figure 5, compared with the amount of MSNs,
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FIGURE 2 | Synthesis and characterization of MSNs. (A,B) TEM image of MSNs at different magnifications. (C) SEM image of MSNs. (D) The mesoporous
morphology and mesoporous distribution (inset) of MSNs were determined by the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms. (E) Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
determination of the particle diameter of MSNs.
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic of the procedures: DLS, zeta potential and FT-IR spectra of different nanoparticles. (A–E) Patterns of and DLS results of MSNs,
MSNs-PEG-COOH, FITC-labeled MSNs-PEG, CADY-coated MSNs@miRNA, and MSNs@PCM@TP. (F) FITC-labeled MSNs and CADY-coated FITC-labeled MSNs
were irradiated by an ultraviolet lamp. (G) Zeta potential of the MSNs, MSNs-PEG-COOH, FITC-labeled MSNs-PEG, CADY coated MSNs and TP-loaded
MSNs-PEG. (H) FT-IR spectra of MSNs, FITC-labeled MSNs and CADY-coated FITC- labeled MSNs.

more MSNs@CADY (green fluorescence) was observed in and
around the HFLS cells.

miR-30-5p Inhibitor-Loaded
MSNs@CADY Can Inhibit Proliferation
and Promote the Apoptosis of RASFs by
Targeting PIK3R2
PI3K/AKT is a signaling pathway with high activity in SFs,
and its abnormal activation can create an imbalance in SF
proliferation and apoptosis. The miR-30-5p inhibitor loaded
MSNs@CADY was constructed. According to the loading
capacity results, 11.57 mg of miR-30-5p and 11.96 mg of
miR-30-5p inhibitor were loaded in 1 mg of MSNs@CADY.
The encapsulation efficiency of MSNs@CADY@miR-
30-5p was similar to that of MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p
inhibitor, and both were able to stably release microRNA
for at least 48 h (Figure 6A). RASFs were treated with
100 µg/ml MSNs, MSNs@CADY, MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p
or MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor for 24 h, and the
expression of PIK3R2, PI3K, p-PI3K, AKT, and p-AKT was

analyzed. As shown in Figures 6B,C and Supplementary
Figure 2, the MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor upregulated
the expression of PIK3R2 and downregulated the expression
of p-PI3K and p-AKT. We also examined the proliferation
and apoptosis of RASFs upon treatment them with nanodrug
carriers and found that the MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor
suppressed RASF proliferation (Figure 6D) and promoted
RASF apoptosis (Figure 6E) in RASFs, suggesting that
the MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor can suppress the
growth of RASFs.

MSNs@PCM@TP Under 808 nm Laser
Downregulated Activation of the Immune
System in the RA Rat Model
Tripterygium wilfordii has been used clinically as an
immunosuppressive agent in recent years. TP, an effective
component in Tripterygium wilfordii, is one of the most
important anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive reagents
that has been demonstrated in clinical trials (Ziaei and
Halaby, 2016). However, a large amount of evidence has
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FIGURE 4 | Cytotoxicity induced by MSNs@PEG-COOH in (A) 293 cells, (B) HFLS cells, and (C) HL-7702 cells after treatment for 24 and 48 h. Experiments were
repeated three independent times.

FIGURE 5 | Internalization characteristics of FITC-labeled MSNs and FITC-labeled MSNs@CADY by HFLS cells treated for 12 h, as observed by confocal laser
scanning microscopy. Cells were stained with DAPI and LysoTracker Red DND-99.

shown that TP induces a certain degree of toxicity mainly
in the heart, liver, bone marrow, chest, spleen, kidney, and
reproductive system (Zhen et al., 1995; Shamon et al., 1997).
Near infrared response nanodrug carriers have been used
to improve many toxic drug formulations due to controlled
release performance. Liu et al. (2005) constructed TP-
PLA-NPs, which were found to enhance the antirheumatic
inflammatory effect and decrease the toxicity of TP in the kidney,
liver, and testis.

Here, we loaded TP together with PCM onto the MSNs and
specifically tested the capacity of 230 nm MSNs to load TP
(Figure 7A). The results showed that 1 mg of MSNs could
load as much as 45.27 µg of TP. The temperature change of
on MSNs@PCM under 808 nm laser was shown in Figure 7B,
according to the results, under 808 nm laser, the temperature
of MSNs@PCM increases rapidly, after 120s of irradiation, the
temperature can rise to about 45◦C, and finally to about 50◦C.
We then tested the encapsulation and release efficiency of the

MSNs@PCM@TP in PBS at pH 7.4 with or without 808 nm
laser. As shown in Figure 7C, under 808 nm laser, the cumulative
drug release rate reached approximately 30% after 12 h, followed
by a sustained slow release for a long period of time. However,
without 808 nm laser irradiation, almost no TP is released from
the MSNs@PCM@TP.

PTPN22 is a negative regulator of immune activation and
plays an important role in RA (Clarke et al., 2017, 2018;
Carmona and Martin, 2018). To detect the effect of the
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser on the expression of PTPN22
in RA rats, we compared the mRNA and protein levels of PTPN22
in the thymus and spleen of rats treated with 100 µg/ml of
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser for 1 week with those of
the RA and RA + TP groups. Both the mRNA and protein
levels of PTPN22 were found to increase significantly in the
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser group (Figures 7D,E and
Supplementary Figure 3). The protein levels of IL-2, IL-6, and
TNF-α in rat serum were also measured. According to the results,
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FIGURE 6 | miR-30-5p inhibitor-loaded MSNs@CADY inhibited the proliferation and promoted the apoptosis of RASF cells by targeting PIK3R2. (A) The
encapsulation efficiency of MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p and MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor for miR-30-5p and miR-30-5p inhibitor was determined using
semipermeable dialysis bags in PBS (pH 7.4) at 37◦C. RASFs were treated with 100 µg/ml MSNs, MSNs@CADY, MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p and
MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor for 24 h. (B) Relative mRNA expression of miR-30-5p, PIK3R2, PI3K, and AKT as determined by qPCR. (C) Relative protein
expression of PIK3R2, PI3K, p-PI3K, AKT, and p-AKT as determined by Western blot. (D) The cell number was determined after treatment with different nanodrug
carriers for 0, 24, 48, and 72 h. The graph represents the cell growth curve for each group. (E) The RASF apoptosis level in each group was measured by Annexin
V/PI staining. Experiments were repeated three independent times (∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, and ∗∗∗p < 0.001).

MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser significantly decreased the
protein levels of IL-2, IL-6, and TNF-α compared with the levels
in the free TP group (Figures 7F–H).

The Combination of
MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p Inhibitor and
MSNs@PCM@TP Has Great Potential for
RA Treatment
Drugs are administered in different ways according to their
mechanism of action and mode of absorption (Qian et al.,
2019). Synergistic treatments with different drugs and different
administration modes are widely used in clinical settings, and
the therapeutic effects of combinations are often better than
those of each individual drug alone. Therefore, we implemented a
combination of I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor and I.P.
MSNs@PCM@TP+ 808 nm laser to treat RA rats.

Firstly, the biocompatibility of MSNs, MSNs@CADY and
MSNs@PCM were tested in mice. According to the results, a
final concentration of 500 µg/ml MSNs, MSNs@CADY and
MSNs@PCM had caused no significant toxic reaction in the
experimental group, and there was no significant difference

in the weight change between the experimental group and
the PBS control group (Supplementary Figure 4). For the
animal experiments, we used the two most common drugs
for RA, TP and MTX, as positive controls. Longitudinal
measurements indicated that the joint diameter and arthritis
scores of the rats treated with I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-
30-5p inhibitor alone and of the rats treated with I.P.
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser were significantly lower than
those of the I.P. MTX and TP control group rats. Importantly,
the effect of I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor + I.P.
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser was significantly greater than
the effect of either I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor
or I.P. MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser alone (p < 0.001,
Figures 8A,B). F Results of histological examination showed
severe articular cartilage destruction and inflammatory cell
infiltration in the bone tissue in the RA groups. In contrast, a
nearly healthy bone structure and articular cartilage surface were
observed in the I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor + I.P.
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser group, and the therapeutic
effect in the I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor + I.P.
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser group was also greater than
that in the I.P. MTX and I.P. TP group (Figure 8C). These
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FIGURE 7 | MSNs@PCM@TP downregulated the activation of the immune system in the RA rat model. (A) The maximum absorption peak of TP in PBS (pH 7.4)
was found by full wavelength scanning. (B) The temperature changing of MSNs@PCM under 808 nm laser. (C) Encapsulation efficiency profiles of the
MSNs@PCM@TP for TP were determined by use of semipermeable dialysis bags in PBS (pH 7.4) at 37◦C. (D,E) mRNA and protein expression of PTPN22 in the
thymus and spleen of RA rat treated with 100 µg/ml MSNs@PCM@TP under 808 nm laser irradiation for 1 week as detected by qPCR and Western blot assay,
respectively. (F–H) Serum levels of IL-2, IL-6, and TNF-α in rats treated with 100 µg/ml MSNs@PCM@TP under 808 nm laser irradiation for 1 week, as determined
by ELISA. Experiments were repeated three independent times (∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, and ∗∗∗p < 0.001).

results indicate that the combination of MSNs@CADY@miR-30-
5p inhibitor and MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser could be a
potential treatment option for RA.

DISCUSSION

As a chronic autoimmune disease, rheumatoid arthritis mainly
affects joint tissue and promotes osteopenia around the joint
(Tanaka and Ohira, 2018). In this study, TP plus miR-30-5p
inhibitor delivered via modified MSNs was evaluated for its
therapeutic efficacy in RA.

Currently, RA treatment focuses on suppressing the overactive
immune system and maintaining the balance between the
proliferation and apoptosis of SFs. Given the rapid development
of RA treatment drugs, most patients can control their RA
symptoms. However, due to the reduced distribution of the
RA drugs in diseased joints after administration, the curative
effect is not ideal, and adverse reactions are severe. Furthermore,
these drugs generally have poor bioavailability and must be
administered frequently and in high doses (Xiao et al., 2009).

Therefore, the adverse reactions of normal tissues to RA drugs
limit the widespread clinical use of these drugs. Targeted therapy
can deliver drugs to the lesion site, tissue or specific cells,
providing a way to resolve the problems described above.
As a targeted drug delivery system, nanopreparations have
been widely studied and applied. At the cellular level, the
PI3K/AKT signaling pathway phosphorylates and regulates many
proteins related to cell metabolism, apoptosis, proliferation
and differentiation, and inhibits cell apoptosis and promotes
tumor growth. PIK3R2 is a negative regulator of the PI3K/AKT
signaling pathway (Stanczyk et al., 2008; Song et al., 2016).
PIK3R2 maintaining the balance between proliferation and
apoptosis of SFs (Fan et al., 2018). Our results showed miR-30-5p
overexpression and PIK3R2 downregulation in 32 of 40 clinical
cases of RA. The expression of PIK3R2 decreased significantly
in SFs transfected with miR-30-5p, which indicates that the
inhibition of miR-30-5p can be used to maintain the balance
between SF proliferation and apoptosis by increasing PIK3R2.

To improve the efficiency of miR-30-5p inhibitor in the
RASFs, cell membrane penetrating peptide CADY-modified
MSNs with good biocompatibility and release characteristics
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FIGURE 8 | Therapeutic potential of the combination of MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor and MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser in the treatment of RA. Rats
treated with I.C. MSNs@CADY + I.P. MSNs@PCM@TP, I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor, I.P. MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser and I.C.
MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor + I.P. MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser were examined for joint diameter, arthritis score, and joint histological damage. (A) Joint
diameter of each group (n = 6). (B) Arthritis score of each group (n = 6). (C) Histological images of rat ankle joints.

were constructed. The results show that the cell entry
efficiency of MSNs@CADY was significantly greater than that of
MSNs. MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor effectively inhibited
proliferation and promote apoptosis of the RASFs by targeting
PIK3R2 to regulate the PI3K/AKT signaling pathway.

Tripterygium Wilfordii Hook F is a traditional Chinese
herbal medicine used to treat RA. It has good efficacy and
is also cost effective. TP is the main active ingredient in
TWHF (Li et al., 2014). TP can inhibit the secretion of
inflammatory cytokines and chemical factors by inhibiting the
transcription activities of purine-box and NF-κB in epidermal
cells, monocytes, human peripheral blood lymphocytes and T
cells. Previous studies have shown that TP can also interfere
with the expression of proinflammatory factors in LPS-stimulated
mouse macrophages and can significantly inhibit their induction
in vivo (Moore et al., 2001; Min et al., 2004). However, the use
of TP is restricted because of the toxic side effects it induces
in the heart, liver, bone marrow, chest, spleen, kidney, and
reproductive system. Many studies have verified that loading
TP into nanoparticles with good release properties is useful in
reducing its cytotoxicity by reducing the local concentration of
TP and prolonging the time of drug action (Mei et al., 2003;
Liu et al., 2008). To ameliorate the side effects induced by
TP, we loaded TP into near infrared response photothermal

controlled-release MSNs, to control the release time of TP.
According to the results, under 808 nm laser, the cumulative
drug release rate reached approximately 30% after 12 h followed
by a sustained slow release for a long period of time. However,
without 808 nm laser irradiation, almost no TP was released
from MSNs@PCM@TP. In subsequent animal experiments,
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser increased the mRNA and
protein levels of PTPN22 in the thymus and spleen in the RA
rats, while it decreased the protein levels of IL-2, IL-6 and TNF-α
in RA rat serum, thereby achieving the objective of inhibiting the
over activated immune system. Finally, I.C. MSNs@CADY@miR-
30-5p inhibitor plus I.P. MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser were
used in combination to treat RA rats, and the combination
therapy significantly improved the therapeutic effect on RA by
affecting different pathways of the overactive immune system and
the imbalance of SFs.

In summary, this study demonstrated that the efficient
delivery of triptolide plus miR-30-5p inhibitor using
modified MSNs has therapeutic efficacy in RA treatment.
The results of the pharmacodynamic study showed that the
combination of MSNs@CADY@miR-30-5p inhibitor and
MSNs@PCM@TP + 808 nm laser relieved joint swelling to
some extent and inhibited articular cartilage destruction in the
synovium. These findings suggest that the effective release of the
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traditional Chinese medicine TP and the newly identified miR-
30-5p inhibitor through the use of modified MSNs could lead to
the development of innovative therapeutic approaches for RA.
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